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Building A Case For The:
by Ja ne Green
Novem ber 1970, The Ad Hoc mu !ti-pu rpose roo m . Someth ing
Co mmittee to Build a Co mmute r the north din ing hall has tried to
Center Bui lding conducted a re- do uble as, bu t has not come near
ferend um o n the pro posed com - to fulfilli ng.
muter center (stu dent union).
The committee thought of
The ty pe of building it wou ld be the possi bilities of bui ld ing
was de pendent ,on t he amount another floo r onto the mezof increase of the stu dent u nion zanine, or to proceeding sough
fee t he students ap proved. 60% of t he E Bu ilding. Stade and
voted on some increase, and 40% Associates, who designed our
voted for "no" increase (with new sc ience bu ilding, were asked
the fee staying at ten dol lars per to cond uct a feasi bility study o n
tri mester) . T here was disagree- these possibil it ies.
ment as how to interpret t he
In the meanti me, Bu il d ing
vote. Those who had voted " no" and Grounds had denied the
pointed out t hat no single in- additional space requested in t he
crease in fee of the totaled 60% "A" and "B" wings, but granted
vote received more than the 40% the Learning Service area in the
" no" vote.
base ment (though th is is bei ng
The continu ing tuitio n in- appealed by Learning Services) .
creases were probab ly the de- Furt her, there are lounge areas
cid ing factor. The committee de- spicified in t he new science an d
cided to work within t he ex- classroo m buildi ngs, and the libisting fee by util izing and re- rary
made avaiable is looked
mo del ing existing com muter to as possi bl e commu ter center
cente r space (such as been done space.
in the mezzanine above t he
In their feasib ili ty study,
north dining hall and in front of · Stade and Associates advised
t he audi torium), and to request that the mezzanine area be left
additional ex isting space on cam- intact. Teari ng away at an old
pus.
stru cture wou ld be more expen1n Ju ly, 1971, t he Com mu ter sive t han putting money into a
Center Co mm ittee requested new structure. However, it
additio nal space in the "A" and would be possib le to expand
"B" wings, the basement (D), south of the E Building. They
plus return of the portab les. The also did a "walking traffic
committee reali zed that even if stu dy" (as opposed to auto trafthis space was granted there fie) . Their study sh owed the
would not be enough space for a

•

as

major "traffic" travels between
t he " D" and "E" areas, with 600
students goi ng each way in t he
ten minutes between classes,
with peak crowds between 11
and 1 o 'clock in the afternoon.
Th is wou ld mean that a commuter center south of the E
Bui ldi ng woul d be right in the
midst of this major traffic zone.
On Dec. 15, 1971 , th e Commuter Center Committee voted
in favore of an addition to the
commuter center facilit ies on .
the south side of t he E Buildi ng
as presented by Stade and Associates.
At the last meeting, Fe b. 3,
1972, the co mmittee voted to ·
ratain Hell mu th , O bata & Kassabaum as t he arch itects for the
proposed addition . T hey are still
in contract from planning the
original comm ute r center bu ilding and have agreed to grant
$5,000 and $15,000 cred it fro m
fees received from the ol d plans.
Also, switch ing arch itechts at
th is ti me would endanger the
committee from meeti ng the
April 1, 1972 dead line for the
HUD loan that will help fin ance
the project.
Max H. Andrews, o ur building con sultant, presented a rev ised wr itten program considerin g th e new needs.

Use of the Preliminary Program states:
T his document is prepared by
the consultant from the results
of o n-site conferences and visitations as an aid and guide for the
Commuter Center Planning
Committee. It is the basis for the
arc hi tect to commence his design development. The builiding
program is intended to establish
purpose, phi losophy, building
areas, space sizes, fu nction, use
description and ge neral expectations as a descri ption of the
building for the architect's design and interpretation.
Th is program is available to
students Mr. Harra lson's office,
E-220 , Di rector of the Commuter Center, or at t he Student
Senate Office upon request.
The Comm uter Center Committee is p lan ning to have Mr.
And rews, and t he architects here
avai lable to students. This will
not be a formal presen tation of a
set plan for the building, but a
discussion of student pri orities
with an y deletion s or addi tion s
that students feel should be
made to the program wit hout
increasing existi ng stude nt union
fee .

STUDENT SENATE
Voting is
Feb. 15 & 16
Vol. 10 No. 3

across from library .

February 11, 1972

STUDENTS RUNNING FOR STUDENT
SENATE ARE :

1.

Chris Dransoff

2.

Caryn Spayer

3.

Bill Bartnick

4.

Mark Swenson

5.

Ambrose Panico

6.

Ray Edmaiston

7.

Roger Demund Rzepka

8.

Tim Wisniewski

9.

Debi Patterson

10.

"Lefty" Larry Greenberg

11.

Cl~fforn Wagner

12.

Mike Hionis

13.

Danny Kolb

14.

Fred J. Loebmann

15.

Jack Bronstein

16.

Bert Loebmann

17.

Jim Palmer

18.

Marcel O'Gradney

19.

Herbert J. Biermann

20.

Alan S. Wilson

21.

Laura Miele

22.

Kathleen Wanders

23.

Jeffrey Haskin

24.

Gregory Kmiec

Student Senate Candidate 's
Opinions.
I would like to see a pass/fail
system of some sort put into
effect in this un iversity comparable to other unive rsities.
Also I wou ld hope to get across
the idea of increasing t he tutors
fo r each de part ment.
Thank you,
Bert Loebmann
I am a second semester fres hman here at UNI, and I am
hopeful of being elected to the
Student Senate. This school
needs more students that are
willing to give up some of their
time to become involved with
the policy makers of the school.
Not only getting involved but
also to have some hand in shaping the future of this University.
That is the purpose of the Student Senate; to run the school
the way the students want it to
be run, with minimal amount of
outside intervention. If we students want something, it is up to
us to get it!
Thank you ,
Jim Palmer
No. 17 on Ballot
by Jeffrey Haskin
stand with most of the
students here at UNI who are
deeply concerned with how their
fees are spent and by whom .
Money is Power! That Power
Belongs to Al l the students! My
candidacy as a senator is based
on putting that power where it
belongs and out of the hands of
a few that represent special interests and cliques. / can be your
independent gadfly in forcing
student government to serve the
greater number of us rather than
the present Closed shop.
FOR AN OPEN SHOP VOTE HASKIN !
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THE CREATIVE WRITING CENTER

OF NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Presents

DOORS
by

ALLAN BATES
Fri.~ Sat. Evenings
February 1l & 12, 18 & 19, 25 & 26.
8 :30 Curtain
at
The Church of the Three Crosses
• 1900 N. Sedgewick
(One block south of Lincoln, Armitage & Sedgewick)
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''Socialization and Personality Development
Three Puerto Rican Communities.'' A Critical Analysis
The above mentioned title is a reading which can be found in Part II Socialization : The family and its alternatives, that belongs to the book, Personality
and Social life by Robert Endleman.
The analysis the author uses is based on Kathleen Wolf's, "Growing Up and It's
Price in Three Puerto Rican Sucultures," Psychiatry, Vol. 15, 1952, pp. 401-33.
The book was properly, adequately and "academically" motivated for a course
under which it is being taught at Northeastern Illinois University by Mr. Mann
Introduction to Culture and Personality. The course is part of the Psychology Dept. '
Th is course, as all the others that I have taken as a Psychology major, has
consistently and systemically failed to give to me invaluable insight into the nature and
psychology of oppressed people, being as I am a member of one of the most oppressed
and exploited Hispanic-minority groups in the Un ited States PUERTORRIQUENO!
Some of ·t he ideas, attitudes and sterotypes that I encountered were obsolete and
distorted, tending to present a negative and prejudiced image of Puerto Ricans and by
so doing pertuating a discriminate image of what we really aren't , People. The
author himself admits that the book is "coherent with my own particular way of
viewing this subject matter."
I would like to clarify that I'm not analysing the book as a whole, but specifically
with the section that has to do with "Boricuas."
The main objection in this sense is that, there does not exist a relevant and
meaningful course on Puerto Ricans, being presently the most active and militant
Hispanic student group on campus.
This course is a reflection of the debasive racist American Educational System, that
has always made minority people feel inferior to themselves, and which is being
replaced by real and viable images of ourselves, giving back our Inalienable right to
Respect, Worth, and Dignity as human beings. Or to cite Gordon K. Lewis in his,
Puerto Rico, Freedom and Power in the Carribean. "One corollary of the island's role
as an experimental laboratory of social change is that it perennially suffers from the
ubiquitous visiting consultant, whose reports in turn help to perpetuate some of the
misleading images of the insular realities. The consultant comes clothes with the
authority of the expert. He is usually American, composing an American report; they
all contribute, with their respective nostrums, to the social and political indigestion
that comes from an excess of advice, and all suffer from the assumption that the
American Way, in it's various applied forms, is the first principle of civilization.
The Sociological literature is the fruit of the American Sociological imagination,
and with some notable exceptions, suffers from it's characteristic defects: the
confusion of profundity with obscurity, a dehumanizing jargon, the effort to explain
simple phenomena by complex "explanations," the construction of over-eloborate
t eoret1ca structures mostly owing their inspiration to the work of Talcott Parsons
the de ersonalization of the individual who is viewed as a res ondent for
Questionnaries or as a statistic in tables), the proving of the obvious through the media
of formidable instruments of analysis. Probably no modern people have been placed
under the sociological microscope so relentlessly and so arbitrarily as those of this
small Carribbean island society."
Ever since 1898 with the Paris Peace Treaty when Puerto Rico was illegally given to
the United States, thru pressure, by Spain as war spoils from the Spanish-American
war (Spain did not have the right to give, nor. the United States to vamp on Puerto
Rico, because we had a constituted, autonomous government, and which it, nor it's
people were consulted whether they wanted to become a " possession" of the Yanki
Empire), we have suffered besides the imposition of military imperialist aggression, the
devaluation of our culture and traditions, degeneration of our language and morals and
denial of our patriotic and historical heritage.
That is not to mention the economical exploitation, (that has been outrageous and
shameful) nor "The Tribute of Blood" that has been imposed upon us (since 1917, six
months after World War I, when we were "granted the privileges of American
citizenship", Puerto Ricans have been forcefully obligated to serve in its imperialistic
wars), -~.>nly to mention some of the most outstnading facets of "American Blessings?"
The end results is Transculturation, which makes one wonder about the "Identity
c~isis", and the "melting pot", and the superiority of "The American Way . .. "Orto
cite German De Granada in his "Transculturacion e lnterferencia Linguistica en el
Puerto Rico Contemporaneo, 1896-1968"; "When the new values enter the interlectual
process and the old are displaced there results a psychological trauma of vast and tragic
consequences, both psychologically and socially. Its cause is very clear. There is an
att:mpt on the part of the affected person to reformulate his basic personality by
trying to adopt new values from a "source" which is not h is. On the other hand he will
Attempt to reject the original values and substitute for them the new or imposed ones.
Neither purpose is accomplished to any great degree without there resulting a feeling
of double personality, lineliness, and mental as well affective bewilderment that can

and often does lead to more profound and tragic disturbances.
At the personal level there can predominate _feelings of personal ~isvalue and
inferiority in regards to the invading culture, attitudes of apathy and discontent or
escapism and frustration. In external conduct, before the social disorgan1zat1on
following the collapse of the former norms of conduct that have yet to be fu)ly
substituted for the new ones in a harmonious way, one can ~ote the collective
symptons of abundant mental illness, delinquent conduct, the fleeing to the world of
drugs or to religions of spiritualistic or fundament,alist tendencies that have heavy
elements of magic and emotionalism and finally, The high suicide rate ." ·
My contention is not to refute all the ideas exposed by the author, but to present
its gravest faults:
1. It is outdated and quite obsolete.
2. The author uses value judgements relying heavily on distorted stereotypes •..
. and by derivation, generally Latin."
3. The author does not rely on Puerto Rican bibliography or studies by Puerto
Rican scholars in this field, instead he uses a second hand source of
information. (Kathleen Wolf's study) .
4. There is an image that is portrayed of the Puerto Ricans as inferently aggressive
and sexually repressed (he especially degrades Puerto Rican Women).
a.

b.
c.

"For females a different set of patterns relating to aggression is apparent.
These relate to the much greater constriction of the female than the male
social role and greater repressiveness regarding sexuality ."
"Significantly, a women who admits enjoying sex is regarded by other
women as "sick". page 99 top.
"The threat of the orally demanding pregnant wife is abortion, an
extremely aggressive act in this context." Page 94, top.

Consequently the image presented is heavily saturated and imbued with Ethnocentrism which seems to be a cancer common to many American scholars, or to cite
Wendell H. Oswalt in His "Understanding Our Culture," Page 20:
"To hold one's own cultural ways up as the norm for measuring those of others is
to reflect a bias in favor of one's own ."
Or to cite Mr. Endelmen:
"In societies without so much preoccu ation with " honor" such as in North
America enerall
extreme oliteness can be s otted clinical! as a si n of an
enwmous load of repressed aggression expressed in its opposite (The extreme cases are
the "model Boys" who suddenly make headlines by killin several members of their
family ."
According to Dr. Edwardo Seda Bonilla in his "Imperatives in Ethnic Minority
Education," "Ethnocentrism appeared to have been highly prevalent among lowermiddle class people during the Nazi period and teachers seem to have been of the most
militant groups in the Nazi movement." Which brings me to point out the
matter-of-fact pedantic and apathetic attitude that Dr. Mann manifested in teaching this
section.
As a consequence when we "learn" such falacious and vicious material, we are not
being educated, but "miseducated," so that we can serve as instruments for the
perpetuation of racism.
To cite Dr: Seda Bonilla again, in the same study. "So the question is what can the
higher education establishment do in the training of teachers to ameliorate
ethnocentrism. In my opinion, the ethnic studies program. is a formal requirement in the
training of teachers as well as other professionals who function as brokers mediating
the relationship of ethnics with the dominant society. They attempt to by making
them aware of · their history, culture, literature and outstanding figures, and by
teaching which does not alienate them from their ethnic community.
The majority must help us in the effort to re-discover and strenghthen our own
cultural identity. Otherwise they will be faced with socially uprooted , self-hating,
disintegrated human beings unable to contribute their share to this society. At present
the highest rates of socially undesirable traits are found among racial minorites as a
consequence of low income low unemployment opportunities, exploittation and
colonization."
Presently one of the demands presented to the Administration by the Un ion for
Puerto Rican Students, was the establ ishment of a Puerto Rican Stud ies center. Will
we ever achieve it? It can become a reality with the help and cooperation of faculty
members and the general student body. There is a petition going around for the
elimination of the section already discussed. All the support that we can get from
"you all", will be deeply appreciated . Further information may be obtained from our
Counselor, Mr. Torres, Counseling Center-West.
Gracias
Hector Luis Rosario
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The PRINT welcomes questions and comments from
faculty and students. Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to FORUM. Rebuttals should be dated no later
than two weeks after the original article. Due to limited
space, the PRINT reserves the right to condense, NOT
CENSOR, letters. Authors should limit their letters to 300
words. Guest Editorials should be under 500 words and
delivered to the Editor. ALL copy sent to the PRINT must
by. TYPED an:. signed by the author. Names withheld by
request. Unsigned articles will not get published ofr reasons
of liability: FREE CLASSIFIEDS are a service for the
students of Northeastern and are not to be used fo r free advertisement by business. Deadline for a Friday issue is t he
preceed ing Friday . NO ARTICLES WILL BE ACCE PTED
AFTER 12:00 noon MONDAY MORNING.
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PRINT is a publication put out weekly by the students of Northeastern Illinois University.
Editors and Columnists are listed weekly, behind-the-scenes people are given mention every few
weeks (just to let them know we don 't forget about them!) . Anyone wishing to work for the
PRINT, or wanting to contact us with information should visit our office in E-214 (above the
North Dining Hall) or call us at ext. 270 or 577. One last word., the views expressed on this
recycleable paper do not necessarily reflect those of the administration .
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Sister Zubena

by Debbie, Miguel & Hector
From the introduction to Callin' All Sisters by Sister Zubena

Zubena - Our Unforgetable Sister.
Again Brothers and Sisters, life has presented us with an unhappy segment of her never-ending cycle;
here today - gone tomorrow. Although_we have lost mortal contact with our dearly beloved Sister
Zubena, her work WILL be carried out.
Sister Zubena saw many troubled times during her life span, never-the-less, her undying love for
us-her Black Brothers and Sisters, lingers on. As a Black Woman , she set a profound example for her
Black Sisters to follow and from the same body, issued helpful hints to her Black Brothers.
Zubena wrote extensively about her confrontation with life and the Black struggle. Being the super
sensitive Libra she was, her poems "tell it like it is" in a very unique manner. The smile of love and
concern she always wore seemed to say , "I love you Brother. I love you Sister. Keep the Faith Yall."
Our Black Sister shall forever reside in our "Hall of Unforgetables," for she was truly a dynamic Black
Woman. Therefore, as words of departure I offer the following poem, taken from OM BLACK, Zubena's
second book of Black poetry.
·

Thank you Allah
Thank you Eugene Perkins
Thank you lnanu Ameer Baraka
For Being.
. .. Thank you Carl and Colette

my two babies
who are why I am alive tryin'
to make it; and who have had
to be put through many changes
and sacrifices because of my
tryin' to be ...
I LOVE YALL

4 Lives of Zubena
By Sister Zubena
I am Harriet Tubman, Black Slave Woman
Running through swamps
Thorns prick me
in my side as I run
In the night
through the dark
Gun in hand
Black families trailin behind me
dependin on m e
,
to lead them out of the S~uth
from the rapin beatin cheatin
killin white men
who we must call master.
It is dark, the journey
is long from the South
to the North.
We run swiftly and tirelessly
some tim es stoppin
at a house to rest
but never closin our
eyes fa real
Sister Zubena
we got to keep on pushin.
God put me here
{TO BE SUJ:IG}
to bring my people
Them thats got shall get
out of the White Man's
them that not shall lose
land, I am Harriet Tubman
So the Bible says and it's
Black Brave and
unafraid of the night.
still news.
Mama may have Papa may have
My name is Hiwatha
But God bless the Child
I am Indian
Who's got his own
And I am Black for
Who's got his own
Money I had lots of friends
My father was a Black Man
Hangin round my door
My mother, Indian When my money was gone
We live off the land
I didn't have to worry
When we can
They didn't come back no mo
When the white man
Rich
R elations give crust if bread
ain't co min on our
And
such
you can help your self
reservation to Rape
But
don't
care take too much
the little girls and
Mama
may
have Papa may have
beat th e men
But
God
bless
the Child
I fight the white
Who's
got
his
own
men whenever they
Who's got his own
attack. It's hard
I
got
my own, My name is Billy Holiday.
havin your land stolen
from you by beastly-acting
My name is Zubena
uncivilized-tricky white people
& I been Black since
But I fight bravely
they killed Brother Malcolm.
for what's my own
I
am a writer and everywhere
and I will die
I
go
I do all I can to help
before I give in.
Somebody Black. Especially
my sistas & children
My name is Billy Holiday and
cause we got to hold on
I sing our for love.
while the struggle mounts &
It's m y gift from
be ready fa our m en.
God and it comes so
natural. I sing the Blue/Black
I'm aggessive now but
blues a lot cause Th e
I know I got to submit
Recordin companies be
When the times comes, to shoot,
gettin rich off my soul
or lie, or fast, or protect my man
& my pure Black music.
or my children. I write poems bout
They get the mortey - (me & mama),
how we Black people
we be hongry.
got to love each otha
and bout h ow th e unpeople
Mama died & I was alone
keep tryin to kill us &
just me & my needle.
stop our motion
I shoot. up that's all I got.
I know who we are
Until my man comes along; we
And I srite out of
can weather the storm
Love fa My Brothers & Sistas
but I wish somehow the needle
My name is Zubena
didn't need to go in my veins
and I am all the four Sisters
cause th e man stays on my back
Cause their Spirits are in me
But when I sing oh how I sing
makin me Act & Be.
and it's all fee/in-Black fee/in
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Now those of us who remember say
Thank you Allah
Thank you Zubena, because in our souls you still are!
Thank you because you did not stop in spite of the oppression
that you experienced ... thank you for continuing, for struggling. G_o?
only knows? We didn 't know because only those who had the privilege of being close to you knew more or less ... but one could feel the
deprivatio~, the suffocation that you felt as only~ b~other an~ sister
can feel it. We remember last year at about this time, during the
black show, you go up and rapped your black words of poetry. sheer sister and brother-hood, sheer TOGETHERNESS, sheer. inspiration. You used your creativity to speak out boldly against
racism and injustice, and to express the soul, the warmth, the
feeling the black earthiness that so characterizes our people. You
warned that we should hold on to these if we are to hold on to our
humanity; that we should not let ourselves to be corrupted, divided, ,
and destroyed by th is society.
.
Now we can hold on to your words of inspiration and continue to
struggle and hope.
From Callin' All Sisters:

Black Magic
Put yo spirit
on yo man
sister
yo love Spirit
yo charm Spirit
Yo I'll give all
to you Spirit
then
Put yo goodness
on him
yo natural self
yo beautiful Black Babies
and yo Love
for Allah and cleanliness
then
No sister
won't turn
yo man around
cause
Yo Spirit
will be
too Heav y

SUNSET
(On My Mother's Death)

I would come home
and smell the red beans
and rice, corn bread
and peach cobbler cookin

When the check ca~e
Everybody knew cause she'd be off the the A&P
to buy .up all she could
(me and my brothers and sisters
would peck back till it all ran out)
Once in a while
she'd go out navy blue dress
on plump body
hair pressed & curled
layin on full
glad and sad
so see her go
cause
nine months later a new baby
Folks and high social workers
be callin her a bunch
of no good whores
(all the while, she'd be try in to find
love or money to feed us with
I LOVED HER EVEN MORE.
She was good to everybody
could never say no
so folks walked on her
and knocked her up
said she was no-good
for ta kin adc
But young folks dug her
and always came over
to rap to her bout
life and stuff
Then one night when She and i
when She and i
went to bed on
the let-out couch
they woke me up
sayin
"Carrie
Is
Dead"

She'd get up early
in the morning
go downstairs
in the basement
and wash & hang out clothes
all day long

And I Cried And I Cried
And I Cried And I Cried
And I Never Stopped Cryin
Since They Said
Carrie
Is
Dead"

Page 4
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS!!!!!!
THE PRINT WILL BE RUNNING ANOTHER "EXPRESSIONS" SECTION FEATURING THE WORK ·
OF UNI STUDENTS IN THE MARCH 3rd ISSUE.
THIS INCLUDES POETRY, SHORT ESSAYS AND
FICTION, CREATIVE GRAPHICS AND PHOTOGRAPHY. ANY STUDENT WISHING TO SUBMIT
HIS WORK SHOULD TURN IT IN TO CATHY
JONES AT THE PRINT OFFICE. PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR NAME, STUDENT 1.D. NUMBER,
AND HOME PHONE WITH YOUR WORK. DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 25th. ALL WRITTEN ARTICLES MUST BY TYPED. PHOTOGRAPHY MUST
BE BLACK AND WHITE AND NO LARGER THAN
5x7. CREATIVE GRAPHICS MUST ALSO BE SUITABLE FOR EASY REPRODUCTION.

Dorothy Donegan
by Devin Burke
Clearly one of the greatest
jazz pianists, Dorothy Donegan
led off February Jazz Month. A
Chicago product, Miss Donegan
has left a huge mark on the
complexion of American contemporary and classical jazz (not
to mention the fact that she
introduced jazz into Puerto Rico
and has played to the delight of
people all over the world during
overseas tours).
Miss Donegan became the
first entertainer to march with
Dr. Marti_n Luther King and is an
avid supporter of his work. She
was subsequently listed in Who's
in Women and in Who's Who in
America. Her longest 'gig' at any
one night club came at the ex-

tremdy popular "Embers" in
New York City. She made it her
base for over ten years. Her
widely traveled history in the
U.S . naturally included a steady
tenure at the 'Blackhawk' downtown, a 52-week stay at the
London House, and considerable
time playing with the great
Charlie Byrd in Washington,
D.C. (who, incidently, will be in
our autitorium Feb. 16).
As usual, admission was free
for all students, and the concert
was superb. It came off so well
that you can expect Miss Donegan again in March. For the
meantime, however, don't miss
Chari ie Byrd on the 16th or
Randy Weston's Rhythms on the
18th - they both represent the
best in jazz.

Ezio Flagello To
.-;\ppear Febr11ary 21
"A big silky bass voice"
- Cleveland Plain Dealer

Basement apt. for 1ent. 3½ rooms $100. Must buy 2"/2 rms. Wall-to-wall
carpeting for $35. 5 blocks from
UNI. Call Steve, 588-2754.
Could mean a job : Schaumberg No.
54. Feb. 16, 9 to 4 P.M . Placement
Office.

Ezio Flagello, still in his
thirties, has so grown in artistic
stature since his Metropolitan
Opera debut in 1957, that he has
become one of the finest singing
actors of the day. A native New
Yorker, Mr. Flagello has limited
his operatic appearances primarily to this country since the
demand for his characterizations
of nearly all the great bass roles
and many buffo roles at the
Metropolitan Opera, the San
Francisco Opera, the Connecticut Opera, the Dallas Civic
Opera, the Opera Guild of
Miami, and many others has
completely filled his busy schedule.

Ampey bass amp. 2-15" Lansing spk.
Must sell; exc. condition. $485. Call
252-0575 after 6 P.M .
Talk with Carson, Pirie, Scott, and
Co. Feb. 17, 2 P.M . in E-128.
·Need someone to talk to? Call LIFELINE, 743-5800.
For Sale: Women's tennis racket.
Best offer. Call 463-5941
Gas Furnace 133,000 BTU. Ex. Con•
dition - $150.00 or best offer,
283-8647.
1966 Buick Riveria - A/6, power
wind. 6 way seat.till wheel, new tires,
more - $1150, 267-4443, Dave.
Found: 1 pr. womans shoes, claim at
checkroom in basement.
·

He recently found time, however, to make his debut at La Scala
in "Lucrezia Borgia" and to appear with the Berlin Opera and at the
Maggio Musicale in Florence. A student of the renowned baritone,
Friedrich Schorr, Ezio Flagello studied at the Manhattan School of
Music and then obtained a Fulbright Scholarship which enabled him
to go to Italy for further training. While there he made his operatic
debut at the Rome Opera singing Dulcamara in "L'Elisir d'Amore."
He returned to this country, won the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions, sang his first Leporello in "Don Giovanni" at the Met and
found he had become an opera star overnight when the newspapers
echoed the wildly enthusiastic applause of the audience. He has
acquired ai:i enormous following not only as an opera singer but as
guest artist with nearly all the major symphony orchestras in this
country and through his numerous recordings of complete operas.
Ezio Flagello will be appearing at UNI on Feb. 21 at 8 P.M. in the
auditorium.

SOURCE:A Ca talop;ing of· I 1,,, !ll OV(' /ll('II I
by Cathy Jones
All · across the country people are trying to
return the control of America to the people. They
are working on communes, in free clinics, through
mass media, inside and outside the system . The
only problem is that many times information
about these projects or services get lost in the
commercial shuffle. Underground presses are
about the best directories for local help, but the
need is for a nationwide pooling of information.
This is where SOURCE comes in. SOURCE is a
collective catalog which had its beginnings with
the Education Liberation Front Bus - a project information center and Movemen t
media-bookmobile that traveled 20,000 miles
visiting 50 campus communities in 1969-70. As
they traveled, they passed the word about other
people working to combine American resources to
serve the people. After a year of traveling though,
they realized that there was just too much around
for one bus to pass on , so they came up with the
SOURCE idea - that is - thirteen 100-200 page
catalogs, each covering a different area of the
movement. The first book, Communications
Catalog, was begun in December 1970, finished in
summer 71, and is now available to the public. It is
published by the Swallow Press of Chicago on one
hundred percent recycled paper and costs $1.50.
At the present time the SOURCE collective is
working on Communities and Economics, and
hopes to cover Justice/Repression,

For Sale: male Great Dane, brindle, 7
mos. $175, AKC, champion blood
line. SP 4-3357 .

Healthrights/Medibiz, Food/Agribiz,
In tercommunal ism/Imperial ism, Cultural
Liberation, Third World-U.S., Environment,
Peace/Militarism, and the U.S. Government/The
Movement .

For Sales : Polaroid 320 camera. Like
new - only used twice. Flash attach·
ment included Must sell $35.00, See
Cathy in PRINT office.

The FSEE (Federal Service
Entrance Exam) is being
given Feb. 19. See the Placement Office for details.
Lost something? Check at the lost
and found checkroom below the
north dining hall.
Found something? Tum it in to the
Lost & Found below the North Din•
ing Hall

Will sacrifice beautiful satin, beaded
Wedding Gown and detachable train.
Excellent cond. Size 5. 465-4846.

For Sale: book cases. Complete wall
unit . ten feet, in three units . Custom
made oak construction. 82" high.
15" ~ide (each unit 40" long). Slid·
ing doors at bottom. Cost $300; will
sell $225. These units have never
been used . 825-2251.

Drivers, over 21 , needed for small
school bus. 8-9 a.m., 11 :30 a.m.12:30 p.m., 3-4 p.m. daily. Also
3-6:30 Mondays and Wednesdays .
Excellent pay . 677-6461. If no answer, call after 4 p.m .

The Communications Catalog covers art, music,
theater, film, television, periodicals. Under these
headings you're given listings of groups, films,
books, periodicals, and references to contact for
more help or information. Group information is a
self-portrait of · each groups causes, purposes, accurate information for those researching, indicting,
or building alternatives to the corporate media.
Say for example that 1'm interested in music
but can't afford the rip-off prices at some music
stores. SOURCE has a Chicago listing of BLIMPWORKS on 8 W. Tooker Pl. where I could go and
get help. Or where could I get information on
starting (or joining) a community theater? What
about film makers co-ops? Which bookstores carry
Third World literature? What printers or publishers
will help me to put out a publication? It's all there
and more. It's just what 'we the people' need to
get ourselves together. If your local bookstore isn't
carrying SOURCE yet, ask them to order a few for
the community, or write to SOURCE P.O. Box
21066, Washington D.C. 20009 and enclose a
check payable to SOURCE and they'll be glad to
send you a copy.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
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in

"THE HOSPITAL"
By

PADDY CHAYEFSKY
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by Mary Pat Britton
" Th e Wild Bunch," a
Warner Bros.' release is a story
of outlaws in the cruel te rrai n of
the West. It takes pl ace in 1913
wh en the world was about to
plunge in to war and Mexico,
wh ere mu ch of the action takes
place, was being strangl ed in a
bloody counter-revolu tion.
William Holden, Ernest Borgnine, Robert Ryan, Edmond
O'Brien and Warren Oates star in
this explosive adventure drama
about the last of the legendary
lawless breed who lived to kill and killed to live.
Pike Bishop (William Holden)
and his gang are outlaws of a
sort whose exploits 10 or 15
years before might have been
considered heroic. But time had
passed them by . Even their
arch ,eneny,
Deke Thornton
(Robert Ryan) , thought they
were reliving past glories.
Director Sam Peckinpah is a
natural for a picture like "The
Wild Bunch ." He comes from a
California family peppered with
judges, ranchers and outdoorsmen . Beginning his career as a
writer, he emerged as a director
for the stage, television and the
screen. Peckinpah 's aim in "The
Wild Bunch " was to rej uvenate
the Western fil m from its tired
image, known to every American
who owns a te levision set.
He explains, "We're telling a
tale of hardened veterans of
Western outlawry. This is a story
of violent men who lived during
the Mexican Revolution . The
brutal story must be told honestly. 'The Wi ld Bunch' wi ll make
' Bonnie and Clyde' loo k like a
church picn ic."
'The Wild Bu nch' comes to
UNI Feb. 11 at 7:30 in the
auditorium . Adm ission is 75¢.

au d
aud

fe bruary
" bag it"
75¢ film: wild bunch

saturday
6-8 p.m.
11 p.m.

12
au d
newman

february
student recita l
mass

11

mond ay

The Wild Bunch

J. D. Whitney will be giving a poetry reading ?n Wednesd~y, Feb.
16 at 4 :00 in D-104. Poems wil l include selections from his book,
"The Nabisco Wharehouse " of which THE WAY TO YOU and
DAVID are from .
THE WAY YOU
laugh
y ou laugh &
laugh & laugh
IS

bound to get one of us
in trouble
now
d on 't get all
twitch y
don't
fo r god's sake
giggle now
not
now while we 're
almost
there
though
maybe you do
have a poin,t it

tee th
lips open
say ing
listen t o th e
soldiers marching in my mou th.
HER

Sweater was on e
hundred p ercent
virgin
wool her
belt was top
grain cow
hide what
was in her skirt was
fe lt.

14
happy hearts day
10-7 p.m. red info booth
8:15p.m.
aud

tickets fo r ez io fl agello
woodwind ch amber ensemble

tu esday
10-7 p.m .
12-3 p.m.
1 p.m.
2-4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

15
rib
b-l ounge
aud
ndh
aud

fe bruary
tickets fo r ez io flagell o
Latin _Amer ican studies dialogue
fac ulty recital
rock and roll rev ival
free film : fellini' s 8½

wednesday
4 p.m.
5-7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

16
pool
aud
aud
gym

februar y
varsi ty swim - un i vs wh eaton
student recital
charlie byrd jazz trio
basketball: uni vs judson

thursday
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2-4 p.m.
6-9 p.m.

17
aud
It
ndh
gy m

fe bruary
sess ion with samuel betances
inte rp reter's theatre
fold: fra nk hazelwood
fu n nite

frid ay
6 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

18
newman
aud
gy m

february
dinner and activity
randy weston's african rythms
basketball: uni vs iit

music

too much to
take
seriously

DAVID
Flash crunching crackers in his

6035 N. BROADWAY

VOLKSWAGEN

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES

• BA RBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUN DAV BRUNCH
11 A .M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muf fins, HARVE Y
WALLBANGER, Screwdriver .
Bloody Mary or juice , &
coffee or tea . . .only $ 1.95
• PEANUTS IN TH E SHE LL
• COCKTAI LS
& HOT DRINKS

' "Prices For The Student 's Budget "

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Ope n f ram L un c h t,112A M 70a ysa Week•AMPLEFREEPARKING

fe bruary

•

IS

The only things inflationary about it are the tires.

GLENLAKE

friday
10 a. m.
7:30 p.m.

by DANA MENTGEN

In these days of sloppy James Tay lor-esque
softness on one hand an d Gran d Fu nked 120
decible shitrock on the other, it's hard to fi nd one
of those kick-up-your-hee ls-a nd-laugh--type bands.
Well , if that's what you're looking for, tha's what
Cochise will give you.
I guess they fa ll pretty neatly into the cou ntryrock category, mainly because of the pedal steel
guitar. However, the pedal steel ~an, M. B. Col_e,
sounds nothing like those Nashville cats. No sir,
this boy's got a style all his own . Filling out the
rest of the group is Ricky Wills, bass and vocals;
Willie Wilson drums and vocals; John Gilbert,
vocals; Mick Grabham acoustic and electric guitar
and vocals.
Side one starts off strong with "Love's Made a
Fool of You", an old Buddy Holly song. Cole's
pedal steel keeps slippin' out of the right channel
while Grab ham's guitar screams out of the left,
an d Wills' bass conspires to blow the tone arm off
your record changer. "Jed Co ll der" is a nifty song
about a gunfighter that is doomed to die. "Down
Country Girl s" is a fast- paced shuffle about
exactly that-down country girls. Close you eyes on
th is one and you ' ll swear you're in a bar in Texas.
Yesssiree, jest taste that there redeye. " Ho~ e
Again" rides a long nicely on Grabham's soaring
electric 12-string guitar. A beautifu I, powerfu I
piece. "Lost Hearts" sounds like a cross between
mariachi music and 1966 English rock. Someth ing

like Gerry and The Pacemakers might have do~e
had they been zap ped on tequ ill a and mescal 1_n
Acapul co. Some nice Spanish-tinged acoustic
guitar on this. "Strange Images" is ~ochise's on_Iy
loser. It overflows with weepsy sentiments, and its
on ly redeeming factor is so me well-done four-part
harmony. They end this side right with_ "Why I
Sing the Blues". It rocks right alo_ng; with G~ab~
ham's guitar spitting out red -hot licks, ~nd Will;
bass slamming you in the ribcage, all while Col_e s
pedal steel slides like a razor across ice. Ron:iping
piano and finely-done wailing vocals make this cut
the real standout on the album.
Side two starts with "Another Day", which
flows soft and gently until the end break where it
takes off into an early-Hendrix-type jam. "Axiom
of Maria" is another gentle-starter that builds into
a heated interplay between Grabham's and Cole's
guitars. Gilbert's vocals shine on this track. "Can I
Break Your Heart" is a slow country-flavored
piece, sounding much lik~ somet~ing Poco would
do. Side two wraps up with Cole s solo pedal steel
version of "O Come All Ye Faithful". A hymn,
yet ? Well , that steel guitar sounds so fi ne,_ it
wouldn 't matter if he played the Coke commencal
song; I'd still like it.
The amaz ing thing is that this is Cochise's deb~t
album . If thi s is any indication of how good their
second will be, I can't wait.

T IM E & L I FE

TIME

BU I LDING

ROCKE F ELLE R

CE N TE R

NEW Y ORK 100 2 0

y

2 12 JU D SON 6 · 1212

EARN $100 t o $1000 in commissions
by making s ubs criptions to TIME,
LIFE , SPORTS ILLUSTRATED available
a t special student rates. No prev
exp nee . No paperwork or billing.
All matls supplied f r ee. Wr ite n~w:
Time Inc Colle ge Bureau, Dept . NA
Time- Life Bldg, Rockefeller Cent0r,
New Yor k, New York 1002L
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Polio
Epidemic
There is a definite possibility
of a major polio problem in
Illinois in the near future.
The appearance of low immunization levels in pre-school
children and the presence of
isolated polio virus in Illinois
indicate an immediate urgency
to immunize all pre-schoolers
and to protect the rest of the
population with a booster dose
of trivalent vaccine.
The problem is further complicated by the variety of vaccines available. The numerous
types of polio vaccine made
available have caused many people a great deal of confusion .
Some people received inactived
polio virus (shots) ; others received the monovalent oral vaccine; while still others took the
trivalent oral vaccine. Each type
of vaccine requires a different
number of doses and we are now
discovering that many people
who thought they were completely immunized are not protected from polio.
As a result, isolated polio
virus is beginning to appear in
Illinois. Cases of polio have also
been reported in the neighboring
states of Indiana and Iowa.
Public health officials are urging every Illinois resident up to
18 years of age to check with his
physician immediately to determine the status of his polio
immunization and to obtain a
booster of trivalent oral vaccine.
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A.P.S. Grant
A grant from American Philosophical Society
recently awarded Dennis A. Merrit Jr., 1652 W.
Farwell Ave., Chicago, will enable him to make a
field trip to South America after the first of the
year to study two varieties of armadillo in their
native habitats. Merrit is a graduate student at
Northeastern Illinois University, and general
curator at the Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens.
Specifically, Merrit will study the three banded
armadillo in Paraguay and the pichy in Argentina.
He expects to observe the animals in nature and
capture some to bring back to the Lincoln Park
Zoo.
Very little is known about the endendates of
which the armadillo is one, Merrit said. Other
endendates are the sloths and the anteaters. The
only research pertaining to them was done about
100 years ago. Merrit said it is suspected, but not
known, that the number of armadilloes is
decreasing in the wild.
According to Merrit, it is important to compare
how the armadillo lives in captivity and in nature.
He hopes to discover how wild armadillo live, what
they eat, how many young they have, and whether
they live alone, in pairs, or in groups. He also
wants to compare temperatures, weights, and
measurements of wild and captive animals.
In addition to his work as general curator and
his graduate studies, Merrit is engaged in research
at the too where he is raising armadilloes in the
basement of the lion house. A number of
armadilloes on display were born at the zoo, he
said.
,

The armadillo is native to Central and South
America. It is a mammal with a distinctive outer
layer of skin on its back, head, and tail. Contrary
to general opinion Merrit said, only the small,
three banded armadillo can completely encase
itself in its tough outer skin by rolling up in a ball.
Merrit received his bachelor of science degree in
biology from the University of Rochester,
Rochester, New Your. He is married and the father
two children. He said he hopes his wife will be able
to accompany him on his trip.

THE YEARBOOK WILL BE GIVEN OUT ON
Monday 15
- to Seniors
Tuesday 16
- to Seniors & J upiors
Wednesday 17 - to Seniors & Juniors & Sophomores
Thursday 18 & Friday 19 - to All Under grads ·
In front of Auditorium next to service desk the books
~ill be given out between: 9:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
James Kent, Editor

Prof. Dial To Speak To
Trenchmen Scholars

8 8 KING

"LIVE" IN

Prof. Larry Dial of Northeastern's history department will be the
featured speaker at UNl 's next T.S. (Trenchermen-Scholars} Seminar ~y MILES
evening, to be held in Jimmy Wong's restau:ant at 3058 W. Peterson ,ITO THE PEOPLE
next Wednesday night at 8:00 P.M. He will speak on the Slanted
Western View of the Chinese.
The food-filled , talk-filled evenings we,re set up by an intrepid
bunch of faculty members at the old Sabin branch of CTC-N, after
they had grown tired of hurling verbal darts at the Board of
Education and its sometime-superintendent, Benjamin C. Willis.
"We used to go down to Younkers Restaurant,allevescholom,"
says Prof. Liebow, of the English Dept., "and lap up chicken-inthe-rough, besmirched with honey; but the speakers were great (I ' ll
never forget the night Prof. Lawson did all the voices and took most
of the roles in James Joyce's Finnegan Wake!} The gemutlichkeit
then was wonderful, and I hope we can revive some of it again,
instead of always fretting about credit-hour production."
"We hope," he continued (for his conversation is limited), that
the newly revised seminar evenings will, like the fabled Phoenix, rise
ALMER
again from the ashes of that old bird (not the chicken-in-the-rough),
and give us all the opportunity to gather with our colleagues, and
hear an expert, an enthusiast, an afficianado of some subject please
us while he instructs and instruct us while he pleases."
If anyone is interested in hearing Prof. Dial on the night of Feb.
16, he should get in touch with Prof. Liebow in C-414, ext. 414.

• ·K COUNTY JAIL
COO

Those members of UN l's faculty and administration who
share a committment to Latin
American Studies wil I sponsor
an open house for all interested
students in the " B" lounge on
Tuesday, February 15, from
noon to 3 p.m., in order to listen
to students' needs, ideas, and
o pinions about the develop ment
of the proposed Latin American
Studies Program at UNI. Take
advantage of this opportunity to
express YOU R opinion. What
are the needs of the Latin American community at Northeastern? What do YOU think the
proposed Latin Ame rican
Studies Program should consist
of? Be instrumental in the development of a program to suit
our particular needs. Refreshments will be served or you may

bring your own lunch.
Los Professores y ad min istradores con interes en America
Latina les ofrecen una recepcion
a todos el dia m·artes, el 15 de
fe brero (demediodia hasta las 3
p.m.} en el " B Lou nge" con el
motivo de escuchar sus necesi dades, sus ideas, y sus opiniones
sabre el desarrol lo del proyectado Programa de Estudios de
America Latina de NIU . Aproveche la oportu nidad para expresar sus opiniones. Cuales son
las necesidades de la comunidad
Latina de NIU? Como desarrollamos nuestro prop io Programa de Estudios de America
Latina? Se les sirven bocaditos y
bebidas o se puede su propio
almuerzo.

~HE WORST OF
EASON AIR PLANE

McCARTNEY

CREEDENCE c
REVIVAL PLEEARWATER
NDULUM

JOI

* * * *TH

Latin American Studies

Ralph Nader's Center for Responsive Law has filed suit
against the government. The
Center asked the courts to stop
the government from keeping
the price of dairy products
above what they fairly should
be.
Nader charged that because
of political pressure and money
contributed to President Nixon's
1968 campaign and the campaigns of a large number of
Congressmen, the price of diary
products is well above what it
should be.
The Nader suit charged that
the government, through the
Agriculture Department, has
agreed to but dairy products at
an inflated price, thus setting the
price scale nationwide.
Ted Jacobs at the Center for
Responsive Law told newsmen
that "there is really no way we
can get back the money owned
everyone. There is really no way
of telling exactly how much it is
or where it has gone. What we
are trying to do is to keep the
practice from continuing."
Jacobs said the way the
government keeps the price of
dairy prices up is much the way
it keeps the prices of farm prices
up - by coming in and buying
up huge amounts of dairy products at an inflated price decided upon beforehand. The
Agriculture Department, for example, will buy up thousands of
pounds of dry milk and warehouse it.

DIMENSION'S
GREATEST
HITS

WOODSTOCK TWO

RICHIE HAVENS

ALARM CLOCK

PRINT
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Viet Vets Tapes
The Boston chapter of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War is making available a series
of five video tape documentaries
on the Winter Soldier Investigation which was held in Boston
last October.
The Winter Soldier Investigation was a three-day event during which expert testimony was
given on the air war, the electronic battle field, herbicides,
racism, Vietnamization, drugs,
unemployment, and the Veterans Administration .
The five tapes total threeand-a-half hours of the hearings.

The five subjects covered are: an
overview of the entire hearings;
the electronic battlefield ; the air
war; the Phoenix Program
(political repression within
Sough Vietnam); and the Vet's
problems; drugs, racism and unemployment.
The tapes are available at cost
and are on half-inch video tape.
The hour-long tapes cost $54.00
and the half-hour tapes cost
$30.00. The tapes are available
either from the Viet Vets in
Boston (617/492-557-) or from
Earthlight Video (617/
876-1807).

Voting and Registering
CHICAGO - JANUARY 26, 1972 - U.S. District Judge Henry 5.
Wise ruled today that Champaign County Clerk Dennis Bing must
apply the same standards to students that he applies to all persons
seeking to register to vote.
In his ruling, Judge Wise said that Bing "testified that all
applicants were and are asked for documentary evidence of their
residency. If, in response to such a request, however, the applicant's
student status is disclosed, a presumption results against that
applicant's residency." Judge Wise said he believes that " such
presumption against residency is violative of the students right to
equal protection under the law as guaranteed by the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution."
Keith Patten, a University of Illinois student, who is chairman of
the Coalition for Voter Registration, the organization involved in the
suit said he feels the decision is "encouraging".
The CVR filed suit against Champaign County Clerk Dennis Bing
and Illinois Attorney General William Scott. The suit charged that
students were refused registration for one of the following reasons:
because they are students and their parents live in another county;
because they receive some financial support from their parents
residing elsewhere; because they live in housing approved by the
college or university in which they are enrolled; or because they did
have a driver's license bearing the address of the city or town in
which they reside.

If I Were a Carpenter an d /.I
Were a Graduate
Twenty-eight years after he first entered college, Walter Borows graduated from Northeastern
Illinois University with a bachelor's degree in art
last December.
Borows, who entered Wright College in 1943,
was drafted after one semester's work. He served
with the engineers in Europe during World War 11.
After being relased from the service, he attended
the Chicago Art Institute from 1946 to 1948.
Then, while helping a neighbor build a house, he
discovered he enjoyed the work and became a
carpenter.
Although during the next several years he
worked at practically everything, he said, including
surveying and selling insurance, Borows did not
relinquish either his interest in or work with
carpentry.
Afflicted in 1964 by an inner ear infection
.which affected his equilibrium, Borows spent three
years recuperating at Hines Veterans Hospital.
"I didn't think I'd be much good climbing
around roofs or working in high places," he said,
"so I decided to go back to school, finish my
education, and become an art teacher."
He entered Northeastern on a full time basis in
1967. The foliowii1g year he began working part
time at Northeastern as a carpenter attending
classes part time. By late 1970, he was working
almost full time as a carpenter but continued to
attend some classes.
Although when Brows picked up his interrupted education he planned to teach, he no longer
does. Not only did his job as a carpenter interfere
with his taking the required student teaching
courses, but also, he said, there is not much
demand for teachers now. He still is working

jYOTEI

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves

$ 6 value

$1.50 value

offer
STUDY ABROAD
■ New 19th Edition
• ParisJ. France, 1972
■ Each copy is trilingual ■ 644 1-'ages
in English, French and
Spanish
·
The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
study financial assistance, HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO
APPL'Y! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need!
VACATION STUDY ABROAD

■ Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an increasing proportion is young Americans! With
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe th is
summer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD tells how qualified
people will go free! Provides information on short courses,
seminars, summer schools, scholarships and travel grants available
each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults
planning to undertake study or training abroad during their
vacations. These data were provided by some 500 organizations in
54 countries!
$ Svalue
STUDENT AID SOCIETY membership dues. Services offered:
• Scholarship information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
■ Travel service.
-$1Htr
Plans interesting tours to exotic lands!
■ Reference Service.
all
Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc.
for
frequently using primary sources availabl~ only _in_ the
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
only. $ 6
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very Pl:'rpose !or
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
"Your reference service
background information and bibliographies which rank
saved me much valuable
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclotime which I put in on
paedia reference services available only with expensive sets.
other subjects. Result: 5
Limit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
As and 1 B. "
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any

------

CN, Ann Arbor, Mich

happily at Northeastern where his job includes the
construction of teaching aids, models, and other
objects more associated with art than carpentry.
Borows lives with his wife, Helen, and three
sons; seven, nine, and eleven; at 420 South Knight,
Park Ridge . Mrs. Borows teaches fifth grade at
Merrill School, Skokie.
When asked his plans for the future, Borows
said that will all the leisure time people are
supposed to have now and in the future, he had
been thinking about buying some land and operating a camp ground.
"With the boys growing up," he said, " it would
be a good business for them to work into."

Linguistics Attend
Convention
Over sixty-four lectures and
papers were presented and discussed by language scientists
during this year's meeting. Some
of the general topics included
studies on foreign languages such
Mandarian Chinese, Quechua,
Valley Zapotec, Loloish, and the
Romance Languages; some of
the other presentations were discussions on: child's acquisition
of language, linguistic analysis of
e.e. cummings' poetry, the transformational-psycho Ii n guistic
semantics of kin terms,
"by"-phrases in passive sentences, theoretical implications
of Black English, and Intel ligence & IQ.
Among the numerous lin guists at the conference were
John Ross, D. Terence Langendoen, Charles Fillmore,
Dwight Bolinger, Morris Halle,
and William Labov.
Northeastern Linguistics Students remember that Dr. William
Labov, renowned sociolinguist
and authority on Black English,
had lectured at Northeastern last
March in the LINGUISTICS
CLUB LECTURE SERIES.
Agai n this trimester the Linguistics Club will sponsor its
lecture series. The club will meet
on al ternate Thursdays in room
8 114 during the activity hour.

On December 27-30, the Linguistics Club and Linguistics facu Ity members represented
Northeastern at the Linguistic
Society of America (LSA) annual convention at the ChasePark Plaza Hotel in St. Louis,
Missouri. Attending the nationwide meeting were: DR.
JOSEPH C. BEAVER, Department Chairman of Linguistics;
DR. AUDREY REYNOLDS,
faculty sponsor of the Linguistics Club; DR. GARY BEV IN GTON, DR . EUGENE
GRACE , and DR. ROBERT
ILLWITZER. The Northeastern
students attending the professional meeting were junior
JOHN BARNITZ, and sophomores CHERYL MERES,
DIANE SMIETANA , and
KAREN ROSENKRANZ - all
of whom are officers of North eastern 's Linguistics Club, and
HOWARD BERGMAN, a graduate student.
This is the second consecutive
year that the Linguistics Club
financed the excursion to the
LSA, which convened last year
in Washington D.C., and is slated
for Atlanta next December. The
excursion to the LSA enabled
the club members to enrich their
knowledge and understanding of
general linguistics, as well as to
become aware of innovative
theories and recent linguistic discoveries.

Travel Committee of the
Commuter Center Activ ities
Board meets every Tuesday at 1
PM in the Activities Office
(Room E205N). All meetings are
open to all students ! For more
info. contact Mrs. Burke-Fonte
in Room E223.

question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor,

'7he Vantage Point" is a lawyer, architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner,
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
book put together by 5
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
ghost writers and edited
provide home study courses.
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer. "
LC, Gainesville, Fla.
Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
I

------------------------,

'7he 3 reference books
of which every rtudent
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from ·
Study Abroad."
AR, Berkeley, Calif.

Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 200161
Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for Study Abroad, :
Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.
1
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
I

Address
City, State

Page 7
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SHAFER
FLORISTS
Bryn Mawr
at
Kimball
Phone 478-6276 •
10% Discount to all
NIU Students and Faculty
I

The Travel Committee is opening a
Travel Center Excha nge, a free resource center for the student traveler,
soon. Needs volunteers a few hours a
week to answer questions and hand
out materi al. Apply Mrs. Carol
Burke-Fonte (Room E-223).
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HOCKEY CLUB WOL VED · AGAIN

EAGLES WIN!
by Frank Coppola
Northeastern finally enjoyed
the smell of success Friday, Feb.
4, and came out the victors over
Chicago Circle 101-98.
Northeastern led by seven
points at halftime and never lost
the lead due to a more continuous defense than we have
seen recently. The offense sparkled also, with three players
scoring more than 25 points
each.
Marty O'Gradney, who until
recently spent most of his time
on the bench, led all scorers by
contributing 29 points to a
worthy cause. Norman Thomas
produced 28 points and Jim
Williams had 26.
The only weak spot that was
visible in the defense was their
fouling. Circle was ab le to score
20 points on free throws alone
due to the 21 fouls that wer~
committed by Northeastern ,

compared to only 11 fou ls by
Circle.
Winfield Lambert had 28
points to lead Circle in scoring
and Monty Roberts also contributed 27 points, but it was to
no avail as Northeastern came
out on top in the end, a treat
which we haven't seen to much
of this year.
It's good to see the coach
using more of his "bench
warmers" lately and it obviously
is starting to pay off as can be
witnessed by his using Marty
O'Gradney more frequently. He
is responding to the call by
sparking Northeastern's attack
with much more vigor. Now if
only something can be done
about the low attendance figures. After all fellas, it is a
relatively cheap date and you
might even be surprised by what
you see.

three power p1ay goa1s 1n the
third period before Ralph Capparelli sco red his eighth goal of
the season for the Eagles. The
team pl ayed its best game in this
contest and should be prepared
for its three game weekend next
week in Peoria against Western
Illinois, Bradley and Illinois St.

Menzer tallied home his seventh
goal of the season, late in the
first period on a breakaway, to
give NIU a 1-0 lead . Loyo la tied
the game in the second period
and took the lead late in the
same period, 2-1. The Eagles
were hurt with many penalties
and the Ramblers struck for

A good crowd of several
hundred fans jammed into the
Niles Sports Complex Saturday
evening to see one of the best
college hockey games of the
season, as Loyola University had
to come from behind midway
Jgh the game to stop the
,es, 5-2. Star forward, Fred

NINE DAYS OF "SPANISH FIESTA"
FLIGHT #1 - Depart Chicago (late evening) Thursday , April 20, 1972- Return Chicago - Friday, April 28, 1972
FLIGHT#2 - Depart Chicago
Sunday, April 23, 1972 - Return Chicago - Monday, May 1, 1972

A CHECK FOR $235.00 per person,
(Plus $21 .00 Tax & Service}

IS YOUR PASSPORT TO 9 DAYS OF FUNI
FUN ON THE PLANE - (No dancing, please !)
FUN ON THE BEACH - (3:00 AM , still on the be ach , mo nkeying around w ith bed sheets on your head I)
COMFORT ON THE SEASIDE APARTMENTS - (Balcony, ocean v iew , new Spani sh decor , top of the line appo i ntment!)
FUN AT THE NIGHT CLUBS - (Just as they w ould need your share of Rock and bellyho olapp ing!)

•

FUN AT THE AIRPORT - (As Spani sh offici als wi ll search for what cows prefer to gr aze on! )
FUN IF YOU DRIVE -

w ithou t k nowi ng the road signs (you would be wi se to t ak e some Spani sh th is w inter!)

FUN - I F YOU "TRY " TO DRIVE - (A s you are lured by the weigh t of the car and decide t o pu sh itl)
FUN - WITH THE MAIDS - (As they do not underst and your " spoken" English! )
FUN AT THE RESTAURANTS - (A s you ge t a Quid Pro A Quod l)

BUT, MOST OF ALL - FUN UNDER THE SPLENDOR OF SPAIN 'S SUNSH INE
NOW, IN MATERIALISTIC TERMS :
$235.00 (plus $21 .00 Tax & Service) Will Buy For You the Following :

..
..
..
..

ROUND TRIP JET CHARTER (N .E.1.U . Special - Chicago . Malaga . Chicago)
MEALS IN FLIGHT - (If you are of age, probably a cou pl e of snorts will be on the house)
7 NIGHTS AT THE OLIMPO APTS - in Carvajal (Torremolino s Area) i n T w in Bedded Rooms and Private John - Right on the
the beach I (The Apts. are!)
7 CONTINENTAL- STYLE BREAKFASTS - (You need no more! Spaniards say that the •·sun is health"I)
ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS - (from and to the Airport , including handling and transportation of your luggage)
GRATUITIES TO PORTERS - at the Airport and at the Apts .
GRATUITIES TO YOUR MAID - (To overcome any language Problem and possible forgetfulness, we must do thi s on your behalf)

GRATUITIES - for 7 Breakfasts
ALL TAXES AND SERVICE CHARGES - for the above included features
U.S.A. AND SPANISH AIR TAXES
TRIP DIRECTORS - (of mixed sex) usually, they are supposed to give you good guidance and assistance ; and, ours will .
A HOSPITALITY DESK - (of mixed sex) to help you in planning your optional things : Cars, tours, and . . . nothing else .

(Example: Granada and its fabulous Alhambra Palace. Sevilla Roman t ica; Africa and its int riguing Tangier .. .)

NOW - LISTEN TO THIS :

Photo by Derm O'Connel

A)

Kindly send this Registration Form with a Deposit of $130.00 per person NOW. All Reservations will be handled on a "First ComeFirst Served" Basis (and the response fa such that we may have an oversold situation. Therefore, the right time i s ~ .)

Bl

Deadline for Registration is Feb. 18, 1972.

C)

Your final payment of $126.00 per person is due no later than March 10, 1972.

0)

Kindly keep in mind that there is a cancellation fee of $175.00 per person after February 10, 1972 for the air space, unless the
seat can be utilized by other members of N.E. 111. Un!versity.

El

Kindly make your check payable to" SPANISH FIESTA/TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS."

F)

FOR INFORMATION - WRITE TO , OR CALL

Marty , Norm, & Jim!

TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS
4242 North Harlem Avenue

CIRCLE

UNI

Thomas
Williams
Doyle
O'Gradney
Melendez
Stell ing
Sch u Igasser
Smith

G
14
12
3
13
0
1
1
1

F
0-0
2-2
2-2
3-4
1-1
0-0
0-0
1-3

TOTALS

46

9-13

Roberts
Lambert
Streiter
Plizzi
Prestinario
Wilson
Jousaitas
Thiesen

Chicago, Illinois 60634

11
0
1
7
4
2
2

F
1-2
6-10
1-2
0-0
7-8
4-6
0-0
1-2

39

20-31

G
13

Phone : 456- 1505
or 342 -7144 - Miss Meyer

RESERVATION FORM -SPANISH FIESTA
DETACH THIS FORM AND MAIL IT TO :

0
0

• TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS
4242 North Harlem Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60634

I AM INTERESTED IN THE DEPARTURE OF APRIL 20 (Returning April 28)
I AM INTERESTED IN THE DEPARTURE OF APR IL 23(Returning May 1)

Attached is my check for S _

VOTE FOR
STUDENT SENA TE

-

_

_ _ as a deposit on the "Spanish F iesta" for _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ __

Address _

_ _ _ __

City, State _ _ __ __

_ __ __

_

_

_

_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __ _ Zip _ _ City, State _ _

Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State _ _ _ _ _ __

_ __
_

_

_ _ _ Name _ _

_ __

_ _ _ _ Zip _

_

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Zip _ __

_ _ __

Address _ __
_

people.

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_ __ _ _ __

City, State - - - - --

_

- -- --

_

_ __

_

->-ip _ __

I understand that I must be a stud ent , or a m ember of th e facul ty. o r s1aff , o r member o f th e ir immed iate fam ily , to be eligible to take this Span ish Fiesta trip .

Monday & Tuesday
(Across From Library)

